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Post-Pandemic Research Shows Self-Leadership Agility is Key to Success

WINTER PARK, FL, UNITED STATES, June 9, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As

researchers begin to explore the role of effective leaders in a post-

pandemic society, Marc Pitman’s new book “The Surprising Gift of Doubt:

Use Uncertainty to Become the Exceptional Leader You Are Meant to Be”

provides a roadmap for identifying those who are broken and those who

are exceptional. 

As Pitman readily acknowledges, “Leading can be so disorienting.” He

explores how too many leaders never reach their full potential because

they allow the nagging self-doubt to reduce their effectiveness. He

advocates for leaders to use the doubt as a reminder to focus inward by

zeroing in on three areas of growth: hardwiring, identity and goals. Pitman

provides more than just information and examples of leaders who followed

his advice. He provides readers with proven steps to take on their own

journey toward exceptional leadership, steps he uses as part of his

coaching and consulting practice.

Scholars studying effective leadership in modern society note the volatility,

uncertainty, chaos and ambiguity that confound today’s corporate and

non-profit leaders. They have begun to identify behavioral competencies that separate effective

leaders from those who cannot successfully navigate the confounding environment. “Self-

leadership agility” is one of the key competencies. Pitman’s “The Surprising Gift of Doubt”

Learning to tend to self-

doubt by becoming curious

about yourself, you gain

focus and confidence.”

Marc Pitman

provides ineffective leaders with the tools to develop that

agility.

“The turbulence and struggle of leading will not go away,”

Pitman reminds readers. “Learning to tend to self-doubt by

becoming curious about yourself, you gain focus and

confidence.” Rather than viewing doubt as a disaster,

Pitman advocates viewing it as a gift. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://fundraisingcoach.com
https://www.amazon.com/Surprising-Gift-Doubt-Uncertainty-Exceptional/dp/1989603998/ref=sr_1_1?crid=P5MH7M6GQ4VB&amp;dchild=1&amp;keywords=marc+pitman&amp;qid=1623172433&amp;sprefix=marc+pitm%2Caps%2C178&amp;sr=8-1


The Surprising Gift of Doubt: Use Uncertainty to

Become the Exceptional Leader You Are Meant to Be
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REVIEW COPIES AND MEDIA INTERVIEWS

To request a review copy of “The Surprising Gift of Doubt” or to schedule an interview with Marc

Pitman, contact Brant Menswar at bookstarPR at coordinator@bookstarPR.com or 321-300-6279.
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